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Introduction
In computer systems, it is often necessary to solve problems with incomplete information. The input evolves with time, and incremental computational decisions must be made based on only part of the input. A typical situation is where a sequence of tasks must be performed. How tasks are performed a ects the cost of future tasks. Examples include managing a two level store of memory, performing a sequence of operations on a dynamic data structure, and maintaining data in a multiprocessing environment Karlin et al. 1994 , Manasse et al. 1990 , Sleator and Tarjan 1985b , Westbrook 1992 ]. An algorithm that decides how to perform a task based only on past requests with no knowledge of the future is said to be an online algorithm. In contrast, we refer to an algorithm which has complete information about the tasks to be performed before it makes any decisions as an o ine algorithm.
Borodin, Linial and Saks introduced task systems in Borodin et al. 1992] as a way to model many particular online problems. In the model, states are used to represent the set of possible algorithm con gurations. The cost of moving from one particular con guration to another is speci ed by a state transition cost matrix. The results for general metrical task systems often yield very weak results for particular problems because any special regularity a problem may have is lost in the generality of the de nition. Nonetheless, metrical task systems are an important part of the existing general theory of online algorithms. In addition, work on metrical task systems have yielded some very important techniques and ideas.
A task system is de ned as a pair (S; d) where S = fs 1 ; : : : ; s n g is a set of n states and d = (d(s; t)), the distance matrix, is an n n non-negative matrix. The distance from s to t is d(s; t). We assume that d(s; s) = 0 for all s and d obeys the triangle inequality. We say that a task system is metrical if the distance matrix is also symmetric. An input to the system consists of a sequence of tasks, = T 1 ; T 2 ; : : : ; T`. A task is a vector with n non-negative entries, where T i (s) is the cost of processing task i in state s.
We say that task T charges state s if and only if T(s) 6 = 0. The algorithm begins in state s 1 . The objective is to determine a state in which to process each task, balancing the cost of moving with the cost of processing tasks.
An algorithm produces a schedule , a function from f0; 1; : : :;`g to S. We de ne (0) = s 1 . For i > 0, (i) is the state in which task i is processed. If the algorithm is online, then (i) is a function only of T 1 ; : : : ; T i . The cost of a schedule on is the sum of the cost of moving from state to state (the moving cost) and the cost of processing tasks (the stationary cost):
We denote by A( ) the schedule produced by algorithm A on input . The cost of algorithm A on denoted cost A ( ) is cost(A( ); ). The cost of the optimal o ine algorithm for the sequence is cost opt ( ) = min cost( ; ):
A simple dynamic programming approach su ces to determine the optimal o ine schedule for a sequence.
We evaluate an online algorithm by comparing its performance to that of the optimal o ine algorithm. Karlin et al. 1988] . The goal for a given task system (S; d) is to determine the best competitive ratio achievable on that task system and the algorithm that achieves it. Since the competitive ratio is a worst case measure, for the purposes of analysis we assume that the task sequence is generated by a malicious adversary, who forces the algorithm to perform as badly as possible. Thus, we use the terms optimal o ine cost and adversary's cost interchangeably. For the purposes of analyzing randomized algorithms, there are several types of adversaries Ben-David et al. 1994] . We utilize an oblivious adversary, which is an adversary that does not know the random choices of the algorithm before determining the input sequence.
In the case of deterministic algorithms, Borodin, Linial, and Saks show in Borodin et al. 1992 ] that for every metrical task system (S; d) the competitive ratio is exactly 2n ? 1. In contrast to the deterministic case where tight bounds have been attained, developing tight bounds for randomized algorithms has proven to be much less tractable. This has lead researchers to consider algorithms for speci c metric spaces. Seiden 1995, Irani and Seiden 1998 ].
Recently, several asymptotic results have been shown. Bartal Bartal 1996] shows a 2 O( p log(log n+ ) log log n)
competitive algorithm for all spaces with diameter . This is sub-linear when the diameter is polynomial in n. Bartal, Blum, Burch, and Tomkins Bartal et al. 1997] improve this by giving an O(log 6 n)-competitive algorithm for general spaces.
The best lower bound applicable to all spaces is s log n log log n ! ; which is due to Blum, Karlo , Rabani and Saks Blum et al. 1992 ]. This result follows from a theorem, proved in Blum et al. 1992 This theorem allows one to design divide and conquer algorithms for speci c metrical task systems. Our theorem gives the same bounds asymptotically, but has less restrictive boundary conditions. Further, our proof makes use of work functions, which have become standard in the design and analysis of online algorithms.
The proof of the decomposition theorem presented in Blum et al. 1992] is proved by analyzing the walker jumper game. The idea of the proof is to show a correspondence between a player of the game and a randomized algorithm in a decomposable metric space. The idea of the proof presented here is to show a correspondence between the unfair an algorithm for the two state problem and a randomized algorithm in a decomposable metric space.
Because the unfair two state problem is more general 1 then the walker jumper game, we get a tighter correspondence, and thus the boundary conditions on the theorem presented here are less restrictive.
In Section 2 we study unfair two state problem. In Section 3 we prove the decomposition theorem. In Section 4, we mention some applications of the theorem.
The Unfair Two State Problem
In the two state metrical task system problem, we have two states u and v.
Without loss of generality, the distance between them is 1.
We generalize the two state problem as follows. Consider a task T which charges x for being in state u and y for being in v. The problem is`unfair' in the following sense: the adversary is charged x for being in state u, while the algorithm is charged x. Similarly, the adversary is charged y for being in state v, while the algorithm is charged y. Finally, the adversary is charged d(u; v) = 1 for moving between u and v, while the algorithm is charged .
We assume that 1, and that > 0.
The unfair two state problem models the following situation: We have two algorithms which achieve competitive ratios of and , respectively, on the two sub-spaces of a decomposable space. Without loss on generality, the minimum distance between the two sub-spaces is 1. The maximum distance is . If we have an algorithm for the unfair two state problem, we could combine it with the two sub-space algorithms to get an algorithm for the entire space.
Throughout this section, u and v refer to the two states of our task system.
Preliminaries
Let R be the set of non-negative real numbers.
For convenience, we adopt a continuous time model also used in Borodin et al. 1992] where state transitions can be made in the middle of the discrete time intervals. A continuous time schedule for`tasks is a function from the continuous interval 0;`) to S such that for each state s, ?1 (s) is a nite disjoint union of half open intervals t; t 0 ). In addition we require that (0) = s 1 . There are a nite number of transition times t 1 < t 2 < < t k . Denote the state to which the algorithm moves at time t i by x i = (t i ). We de ne t 0 = 0. The cost for the schedule is then
Allowing an algorithm the freedom to move at any time in a continuous time interval supplies no additional power. We design a stable randomized algorithm for the unfair two state problem.
A stable algorithm is one whose probability distribution is a function solely of the current work function Larmore 1991, Lund and Reingold 1994] .
The algorithm is a generalization of Chrobak and Noga's algorithm for the fair two state problem Chrobak and Noga ]. The algorithm de ned is a continuous time one. The probability distribution of our algorithm is determined
Note that ?1 ŵ 1.
The Two Stable algorithm is de ned as follows: Ifŵ = x then the probability that the algorithm is in u is p(x). (We derive this distribution later). The probability that the algorithm is in v is, of course, 1 ? p(x). We set p(1) = 0 and p(?1) = 1. We assume that p(x) is a`smooth' function which is monotone non-increasing in x.
We divide the time line into periods. A period is a continuous time interval, during which one of three conditions holds:
1.ŵ is monotone increasing.
2.ŵ is monotone decreasing.
3.ŵ does not change.
It is easily seen that the entire time line may be covered by periods. Case 3 may be immediately disposed of: Ifŵ does not change, then both states are being charged at the same rate. The algorithm does not move, and any cost incurred by the algorithm is matched by adversary cost.
We de ne the potential to be:
where c is the competitive ratio of the algorithm. Since p is non-negative, The intuition behind our potential function is as follows: We assume that the nal work function is equal to the initial one; making this assumption only adds a nite cost to the sequence. Given this fact, we know that ifŵ increases from x to x 0 , it must eventually decrease from x 0 to x. The potential function pairs these two events.
Consider rst Case 1. The value ofŵ is positive and it increases in a monotone fashion from x to x 0 . The probability that the algorithm is in u decreases from p(x) to p(x 0 ). The algorithm therefore moves at a cost of with probability p(x) ? p(x 0 ). The algorithm also incurs a stationary cost of
asŵ changes from x to x 0 . The total is
Whenŵ changes from x to x 0 , the change in potential is: We now consider Case 2, where v is charged, causingŵ to decrease to some value x 0 . The cost incurred by the algorithm is (1 ? p(z))dz:
The sum of (2) and (3) 
Let max = max x j j. We know that ?c=2 ? over any request sequence. Since the optimal o ine cost is minfw(u); w(v)g, the algorithm is c competitive.
A Lower Bound for the Unfair Two State Problem
In this section we show a matching lower bound.
Let A be some discrete time algorithm for the unfair two state problem.
The adversary does not necessarily know which state A is in, but he knows A's distribution. Let p A be the probability that the algorithm is in u. The adversary produces a sequence of tasks and simulates Two Stable on them. 
The adversary behaves as follows: We compare the cost incurred by A to that incurred by Two Stable.
We make the assumption that at the end of the request sequence, the algorithm matches its distribution to that of Two Stable. The algorithm can accomplish this with an extra cost of at most , which is constant with respect to the length of the request sequence. This assumption simpli es the analysis.
We break the request sequence into phases. A phase is a maximal subsequence of consecutive tasks where exactly one of u or v is charged. If state x 2 fu; vg is charged we call the phase an x phase. The entire request sequence may be divided into u and v phases. We further classify phases.
In a dominated phase, the state being charged is dominated before the last task of the phase. Phases which are not dominated phases are undominated phases.
Consider rst an arbitrary undominated u phase. Let`be the number of tasks in the phase. Let x i =ŵ and y i = p A after the ith task of the phase arrives. Note that by de nition of the adversary we have y 0 p(x 0 ) ?
This situation is illustrated in Figure 1 . ? dp(x) dx :
Therefore it su ces to show that max x ?dp(x)=dx c=2. For > , we nd that ? dp(x) dx = ( ? )e ( ? )(x?1)=(2 ) e = ? e = which is maximized at ( ? )e = 2 (e = ? e = ) : when x = 1. Clearly this is at most c=(2 ) c=2.
Summarizing, the competitive ratio of A is at least c(1?c ?2 ) when > and at least c(1 ? ? 2 ) when = . Since and are arbitrarily small, the competitive ratio of any algorithm is at least c.
Suppose we wish to use our adversarial strategy to get a sequence of tasks with optimal o ine cost x, and cost to A of c 0 x ? , where c 0 < c and = 7=2c + . We accomplish this as follows:
1. Pick > 0 and > 0 so that c(1 ? c ? 2 ) c 0 . The values of and must also satisfy = and (5).
2. While A's cost is less than c 0 x ? :
(a) Generate a task using the adversarial strategy.
3. Generate a sequence of tasks which increases the optimal o ine cost to x.
After
Step 2 the optimal o ine cost is at most x, and so the after Step 3 the optimal o ine cost is x.
3 The Decomposition Theorem
We de ne the diameter of a non-empty set of states X to be D(X) = max d(x; y):
We consider task systems for which the the set of states S can be partitioned into sets U and V such that
is greater than 1. I.e. U and V are widely separated and small relative to the overall diameter of S. We call such a space -decomposable. Without loss of generality, we assume that d(U; V ) = 1. It is not hard to show, using the triangle inequality, that D(S) 1 + 2= .
Let X be any non-empty subset of S. We extend the de nition of the work function as follows: w 0 (X; x) = d(x; s 1 ) w i+1 (X; x) = min y2X fw i (y) + T i+1 (y) + d(x; y)g; for any x 2 X. Note that min x2X w i (X; x) is the optimal o ine cost to process the rst i tasks, always staying in X. Also note that w(x) = w(S; x).
For X a non-empty subset of S, we de ne i (X) = min x2X w i (X; x) ? min x2X w i?1 (X; x)
We wish to bound the optimal o ine cost using w(U; u) and w(V; v). Let 1 t 1 < t 2 < < t k `be integer transition times. We consider the minimum cost incurred by an algorithm which makes transition from U between V at times t 1 ; : : : ; t k and possibly at time 0. Let X 2 fU; V g. Let cost opt ( ; X; t 1 ; : : : ; t k ) be the minimum cost incurred by an algorithm for task sequence which:
1. Is allowed to make a transition at time 0.
2. Processes tasks 1; : : : ; t 1 in X. B( ; X; t 1 ; : : : ; t k ) cost opt ( ; X; t 1 ; : : : ; t k ) A( ; X; t 1 ; : : : ; t k ):
We bound f(X; i; j). De ne g(X; i; j) = j X k=i k (X) = min x2X w j (X; x) ? min x2X w i?1 (X; x): g(X; i; j) is the minimum cost incurred by any algorithm which stays in X while processing tasks T i ; : : : ; T j , given that the algorithm is allowed to end processing in any state, but is charged w i?1 (X; x) ? min x2X w i?1 (X; x) 1 ;
to start in state x. So clearly g(X; i; j) ? 1 f(X; i; j) g(X; i; j):
We also note that min x2X w t 1 (X; x) = g(X; 1; t 1 ) + min x2X w 0 (X; x) = g(X; It is easy seen that these upper and lower bounds can be computed using the competitive when > , and at most + + =m + 4m when = .
Proof We de neŵ = w (U) ? w (V ) 1 ? 1= Note that ?1 ŵ 1. E ectively, we charge the adversary 1 ? 1= for moving between U and V . The our algorithm is charged 1 + 2= D(S).
Therefore we set = ( + 2)=( ? 1).
We describe an algorithm for (S; d) which we call the Discrete Two Stable algorithm. Let m be a positive integer. De ne = 1=m. The algorithm behaves as follows: Whenŵ = i for i = ?m; ?m + 1; : : : ; m the algorithm changes its distribution so that the probability that it is in U is p(i ). At other times, the algorithm's distribution remains xed. Within U and V the algorithm runs A and B, respectively. A and B are oblivious of the that fact that it they are running in a sub-space of a larger space. Let q be the probability that Discrete Two Stable is in U. Let f(u) be the probability that A is in state u. Then Discrete Two Stable is in u with probability q f(u). Similarly, Discrete Two Stable is in v with probability (1 ? q)g(u), where g(u) be the probability that B is in state v.
We show that Discrete Two Stable algorithm is c(1 + 2P ) + 4 competitive for (S; d) where c is de ned by (4) and P is de ned by (6). Given this, the theorem will follow from Lemma 2.3.
De ne an event to be a time at which the algorithm's distribution changes.
We analyze each event. Let y be the amount of useful work incurred between the current event and the previous event. Let y 1 be the amount by which w (U) increases, and y 2 be the amount by which w (V ) increases, so that y = y 1 + y 2 . Note that y 1 . The adversary's cost for the event is y=2.
Consider rst an event whereŵ achieves a value of x 0 = i , and where at the previous eventŵ achieved a value of x = (i ?1) . We bound the competitive ratio for each event. The cost incurred by the algorithm is at most y 1 p(x) + + y 2 (1 ? p(x)) + + (p(x) ? p(x 0 )):
Since the adversary's cost is y=2 ? (y 1 + y 2 )=2, in order to maximize the competitive ratio, the adversary sets y 1 = and y 2 = 0. (Assuming that c >
.) The algorithm's cost is therefore
If one ignores the 2 + P term, this is the same as (1), and the same amortized analysis of the cost, using the same potential function, follows.
The amortized cost incurred by the algorithm is at most c 2 + P + 2 :
Since the adversary's cost is =2, the competitive ratio is c + 2 P + 4m .
For the eventŵ achieves (i ? 1) and the value at the previous event was i , the cost incurred by the algorithm is upper bounded by
which, omitting the last term, is the same as (2). Once again, the same amortized analysis is used and the competitive ratio is at most c + 2 P + 4m c + 2 P + 4m . So in all cases, the competitive ratio is at most c + 2 P c(1 + 2P ) + 4m . In fact, the cost for any sequence is at most The analysis di ers very little from that of Section 2.3. We require C to be in U with probability p(^ w) at the end of the task sequence. The algorithm incurs an extra cost of at most 1 + 2= . We break the task sequence into phases, as in the analysis of Section 2. The theorem follows from Lemma 2.3 and the fact that is arbitrarily small.
Applications of the Decomposition Theorem
In Blum et al. 1992 ] several applications of the decomposition theorem are stated, the most important being a s log n log log n ! lower bound for all spaces. We mention two applications of the decomposition theorem which are implied by Blum et al. 1992] but not stated there.
The isosceles triangle has d(s 1 ; s 2 ) = 1 and d(s 1 ; s 3 ) = d(s 2 ; s 3 ) = x. For the task system on this metric space we get an algorithm whose competitive ratio approaches 1 + e e ? 1 : as x ! 1. This is 1 more than the bound for 2-servers on the isosceles triangle Karlin et al. 1994 ].
The balanced metric space B(n; ) for n a power of 2 is de ned as follows:
1. B(1; ) consists of a single point. for all t 2 T and u 2 U. When = (log 2 n), we set m = b p c and apply the decomposition theorem recursively to show that the competitive ratio of B(n; ) is (log n). As ! 1 the competitive ratio approaches log 2 n + 1.
